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Brand New. Congress is the first branch of government in the American system, write Thomas E.
Mann and Norman J. Ornstein, but now it is a broken branch, damaged by partisan bickering and
internal rancor. The Broken Branch offers both a brilliant diagnosis of the cause of Congressional
decline and a much-needed blueprint for change, from two experts who understand politics and
revere our institutions, but believe that Congress has become deeply dysfunctional. Mann and
Ornstein, two of the nations most renowned and judicious scholars of government and politics,
bring to light the historical roots of Congress s current maladies, examining 40 years of
uninterrupted Democratic control of the House and the stunning midterm election victory of 1994
that propelled Republicans into the majority in both House and Senate. The byproduct of that long
and grueling but ultimately successful Republican campaign, the authors reveal, was a weakened
institution bitterly divided between the parties. They highlight the dramatic shift in Congress from a
highly decentralized, committee-based institution into a much more regimented one in which party
increasingly trumps committee. The resultant changes in the policy process--the demise of regular...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It normally fails to cost a lot of. Its been designed in an extremely easy way in fact it is just right a er i
finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, change the way i believe.
-- V er non Ritchie-- V er non Ritchie

This pdf is so gripping and fascinating. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very best
publication we have go through within my personal lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Eleonor e Muller  DV M-- Eleonor e Muller  DV M
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